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 Passenger Growth in CPH

• Strong passenger 
growth on long-haul
routes = 83 % 
increase from 2000-
2016
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 Copenhagen Airport 2016
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 165 direct routes / 36 Long-
haul

 Europe's 14-largest airport 
 Scandinavia's largest airport 

with largest catchment of 4 
million.

 One airport - two countries. 
Serving both Denmark and 
South Sweden

More Facts 
& Figures
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Breakthroughs
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Strategic
Themes

World Class Hub 1.0



What
have we

achieved?

35% 
since 2010

We have expanded
the airport

We have more 
satisfied customers

and employees!

Passenger satisfaction

88
Employee Engagemnt

81% 

More Awards!

“Most Efficient
Airport in 
Europe” 

Air Transport 
Research Society, 

2016

Increased Capacity: 

7 mil. 
Passengers

We have increased 
traffic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CPH havde i 2015 26,6 millioner passagerer, og hele 37 dage har vi haft flere end 90.000 passagerer gennem lufthavnen. Hver dag letter og lander i gennemsnit ca. 700 fly i CPH, og fra december har ét af dem været verdens største passagerfly Airbus 380.Vi har tilfredse passagerer og meget engagerede medarbejdere.Vi har vundet talrige priser for vores drift og dygtige medarbejdere. Udover eksemplerne vist i præsentationen kan disse nævnes:10 gange i løbet af 12 år er vi blevet udnævnt til den mest effektive lufthavn i Europa af ATRSVi er blevet kåret til verdens bedste Security i 2013 og 2014 af Skytrax – i 2015 fik vi en andenpladsRoskilde Lufthavn er i 2016 blevet kåret til den bedste business lufthavn blandt 400 konkurrenter i Europa, Mellemøsten, Rusland og Afrika.CPH er i 2015 blevet kåret til den næstbedste lufthavn i verden med 20-30 millioner af SkytraxI 2015 blev CPH for anden gang på tre år kåret til verdens bedste til ruteudvikling på konferencen World RoutesNævn gerne selv mere afdelingsspecifikke succeser eller priser.
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5 Strategic 
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 Expanding CPH as a 
World Class Hub

11



 Why is an expansion of 
Copenhagen Airport 
necessary?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aim of our plan Expanding CPH is to create capacity and facilities to handle 40 million passengers a year and more new routes, including potentially 17 long-haul routes. The traffic here at Copenhagen Airport has grown significantly in recent years, and that growth is ongoing



 Three major trends

LIBERALISATION OF 
THE AVIATION 

MARKET

• Increased competition 
between airlines in 
Europe, introducing 
point-to-point airlines 
(P2P)

• Shifting airline 
landscape

CHANGING 
PASSENGER DEMANDS

• Increased demand for 
direct routes

• Efficient airport with 
digitalized solutions

NEW TECHNOLOGY

• New fuel efficient and 
light planes expand 
the range of aircrafts, 
creating new routes 
(see 787 Dreamliner 
as an example). 

 An aviation industry 
undergoing changes
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FIGURE: The development in the total amount 
of routes distributed on point-to-point 
companies (P2P) and network companies (NWC) 
in Copenhagen Airport
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First some background on the development within the aviation industryThe reason we and the market is growing is that something has happened with the market the last 10-20 years. The market has been liberalized, there are new players and prices have fallen. At the same time we can with new types of aircraft fly directly to destinations that we previously could not. This means fundamentally that we fly more and more.When we look at the evolution of CPH, we can see that it is a reflection of the market. We have a strategy to create growth in both the point-to-point portion of the market as well as in the classic network market.



7.2 bn. passengers

3.8 bn. passengers

2016 2035
Source: IATA

 Global air traffic expected to almost 
double during the next 20 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We fly more than ever before. As wealth increases in fx China, India and South America, the trade between our countries are growing and more people can afford to fly out to see the world. The airlines' interest organization, IATA, expects that the number of air travelers will be doubled towards year 2034. We see the same trend in Europe, with a slightly lower growth rate. Specifically, IATA expects that the number of flights in Europe will increase by 50 per cent. in the same period.It is our goal, that Denmark shall have as large a share of this growth as possible.



 Significant growth in 
Copenhagen Airport

• Strong passenger 
growth on long-haul
routes = 83 % 
increase from 2000-
2016
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(An airway to growth)The traffic here at Copenhagen Airport has grown significantly in recent years, and that growth is ongoing.As you can see we have taken quite a significant leap forward in number of passengers since year 2000.It is therefore necessary for us to ensure the future viability of the airport, and that means expanding. We need more capacity for both passengers and baggage, and we also need stands and gates for more aircraft
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Routes out of
Europe from CPH

 Creating a strong international 
hub in Northern Europe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another good example of the excellent growth that we see here in CPH - is the fact that the number of routes outside Europe has increased by 33% since 2014.As you know this growth ensures good conditions for Danish exports; it opens the country further up to tourism; and it gives the Danes more destinations to choose bewteen.But with regard to the intercontinental routes, CPH is in fierce competition to ensure that more people travel to Copenhagen (inbound) or change flights at CPH (transfer). Because the travllers could just as easily choose to travel to Amsterdam, Stockholm, Zurich - or -  you name it ...Therefore, we have a strong focus on ensuring good conditions for the airlines so they will want to establish more routes to CPH. And we are lucky to have a fantastic route development team! But even the best route developers can fall short if there is no more space to offer to the planes!This means that it is absolutey necessary for CPH to expand further if CPH shall be able to ensure global connectivity and be known as Northern Europe's favorite hub in the future!



Vancouver
Seattle
Mexico City
Sao Paolo
Rio de Janeiro
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Nairobi
Addis Ababa
Amman
Mumbai
New Delhi
Colombo
Kuala Lumpur
Ho Chi Minh City
Hong Kong
Seoul

Future routes

San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
Las Vegas 
Chicago 
Orlando 
Fort Lauderdale 
Washington DC 
Toronto 
New York, Newark
New York, JFK 
San Juan 
Søndre Strømfjord 
Narsarsuaq 
Agadir 
Marrakech
Casablanca 
Cairo 
Tel Aviv 
Sharm El Sheik 
Beirut 

Tokyo 
Baghdad 
Erbil
Doha 
Dubai 
Lahore 
Phuket
Bangkok 
Singapore 
Beijing 
Shanghai 
Miami
Boston
Teheran

Current routes  

 A stronger international accessibility
Through 17 new long-haul routes

• Current routes• Potential routes in the future
c

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Among other things, the expansion will give the airport capacity for 17 new long-haul routes serving the whole world, in addition to the existing 36.�



Expanding CPH:
Our plan to grow from 25-40 million 
passengers annually is on track





CPH Masterplan

Airport layout @ 25 MPPA 40 MPPA Masterplan
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60 MPPA Scenario

Page 19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expansion strategiesConsolidated TerminalWestern Airside ExpansionModular ExpansionExpanding within current footprintTo provide sufficient area for piers and stands etc. to grow to 40 MPPA we must provide more areaRExpanding CPH is a flexible planCurrent runways can support traffic for + 60 million passengersOne Roof Terminal in almost double size (160.000 m2)From 78 to 124 aircraft standsLonger Piers and a new Pier ENew Luggage facilitiesSeparating arriving and departing passengersWY 12-30 is used…
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Current expansions

Pier E

CSC
T2 Airside T3 landside

Bag Reclaim

P19

WB busgates

Pier C

Pier C / A380

Forecourt

WB stands

Baggage



 Security area & Forecourt
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 Terminal 3 landside  
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 Terminal 2 Airside
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 Pier E
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 Aircraft Stands
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 Car parking

Page 26
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Planning for futher expansion

Pier E [2]

CSC
Bag Reclaim

P19

WB busgates

WB stands

BF3 ext
Goods delivery

T3 Airside Forecourt Parking

Check-in

Deicing

Pier B apron

”T1”



One-roof terminal koncept Page 28



Arrivals in Terminal 3 Page 29



Departure in Terminal 2 Page 30



Room for the Extraordinary Page 31



High Speed Train Page 32



Copenhagen Airport
Thank You
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